
Glitch Feminism- based on difference? The digital is what s̓  a emerging 

- womanist- in search of my mother s̓ garden 
A femninsn that thinks about black woman experiences 
Online/ digital realms you can set boundaries- Mhysa 
Everything is feminist even if it s̓ not explicit digital culture has invaded all aspects?
How do we place our bodies online? 
‘Rangeʼ - E.Jane / Mhysa- becoming avatar 
What role do avatars play in the radica?
Idea of RANGE- show of emotions vs the emotions expected of u as black womanly 
within an institution 
Feeling need to be masc performing 
How do you give yourself that ‘moreʼ?
Mhysa gets more attention! Alter ego- inside of Mhysa, she s̓ a lot of ego- there s̓ some 
power there 

Avatar- experiment with the avatar/ play 
What experimentation do u see online?
Bail block - using spaces and unused energy/ resources
Power of speculation to make something new, spec v important it s̓ actually a material 

Cyber feminism- where has it landed/ ended up? Are we beyond it?
Kate devlin- sex tech- using apps to release the body eg thru body tracking apps
It hasnʼt landed- but what are the new terrains
How were women of c 
What to do if you canʼt use the internet to call out- what sort of silence does that create?
Internet as site of power - 2015- BUt now it s̓ like we have to feel sorry for them 
How does this reopress people who were trying to be heard and maybe is there is a way 
in which this is actually a reflection of that

Owning the data you out out there- modularity of identity 
CBT- bioexemption
Evasion/ opacity - how to bring those into reality?
Technology is agnostic- portrayed as agnostic - they take on biased data and reflecting 
What are calls for action?
What we donʼt think about is our words- what we post into our 
Word vectors 
Analyse what words come most frequently next to other ones 
The machine becomes biased - interpreting our archive 



Space for resistant in your online footprint 

“My body is always glitched thru the white supremacist eye”
Sondra p- programme canʼt represent her body cos it doesnʼt have one in her size 
Defaults Werenʼt  made for me- allowing the body to evidence an abstract body
My body passing thru the art- shows the technology and its failures 


